
February 22, 2021

Senator John Laird, Chair
Senate Budget Subcommittee on Education
State Capitol, Room 5019
Sacramento, CA 95814

RE: 2021-22 Budget Request

Dear Chairman Laird:

As classroom teachers and Teach Plus Policy Fellows, we are writing to share our insights about
opportunities we see in this year’s budget to address the current crisis, while also laying the groundwork
for transformational shifts in our schools.  As you are aware, the pandemic has exposed deep inequities in
our society, and the most severe impacts of COVID-19 have been borne by those who traditionally have
been the most under-resourced and who already were experiencing the highest education and
social-emotional needs. As teachers, we have witnessed our students experience intense stress, social
isolation, and serious mental health issues.

We are pleased that Governor Newsom’s proposed budget prioritizes our students’ social and emotional
well-being and invests in building a diverse, well-supported teaching force. We believe that there are ways
to refine those proposals so that we can maintain that focus while realizing our collective vision for equity
and providing clear oversight of how schools and districts are supporting our most vulnerable students.

We recommend the following:
● Prioritize student well-being beyond this fiscal year by directly investing in infrastructure like

establishing a baseline school climate survey for all Local Education Agencies (LEAs) to conduct.
● Focus investments on Transformative SEL, a means to articulate the potential of

social-emotional learning to mitigate the educational, social, and economic inequities that derive
from the interrelated legacies of racialized cultural oppression in the United States and globally.

● Ensure that programs addressing the teacher pipeline have the greatest impact on the
communities and students where they are most needed by focusing on communities with the
greatest shortages, prioritizing teacher diversity and supporting retention as well as recruitment.

● Make sure investments in professional learning are most responsive to teachers’ and students’
needs by requiring a needs assessments, plan, and a clear set of deliverables for how flexible
professional development funds are spent.

● Fulfill the promise of the Local Control Funding Formula and ensure LEAs to spend their full
allocation of supplemental and concentration funds on targeted students.

Prioritizing Positive School Climate, Student Mental Health and Well-Being
As teachers, we are encouraged by the attention paid to student mental health and well-being in the
governor’s budget proposal. With $100 million for California Community Schools, $50 million for
professional development on social emotional learning (SEL) and trauma-informed practices, and $25
million for mental health partnerships with counties, Governor Newsom has put forward a multifaceted
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approach to well-being, which is comprehensive and directly responds to one of the most significant
needs of today.

While these would be important steps, they feel like disconnected one-time investments. In addition to
creating new models like community schools, and building partnerships with outside experts, the state
must also create the infrastructure for existing schools to foster climates that prioritize student-well
being. Legislators should build school district capacity and set clear expectations to prioritize student
well-being beyond this fiscal year. To that end, we appreciate the governor’s recognition of the role of
school climate surveys. In order to identify schools and LEAs who are struggling to create a climate that is
supportive, affirming, and safe for all students, we need to collect consistent data statewide. We
recommend that the Legislature direct a portion of the school climate survey funding toward
establishing and conducting a consistent statewide baseline survey. This would allow the state to support
improvement in schools to meet the needs of all students, particularly our most marginalized, based on
data that is consistent across all LEAs.

Legislators should also make sure that the investments in professional development for social emotional
learning meet the most pressing needs of our students. California educators cannot limit our
understanding of what social-emotional learning is. Transformative SEL is a means to articulate the
potential of social-emotional learning to mitigate the educational, social, and economic inequities that
derive from the interrelated legacies of racialized cultural oppression in the United States and globally.
The SEL professional development grant program should prioritize transformative SEL.

Investing in Educators and Equity
We appreciate Governor Newsom’s recognition that a well-prepared, well-supported teacher workforce
is one of the most significant factors in improving student achievement and addressing educational
equity. We believe we must explore a range of recruitment, development, and retention strategies to
expand and diversify the teacher workforce to meet the changing educational needs in the state. The
COVID-19 crisis may exacerbate shortages California is already facing.  Governor Newsom has sent a
powerful signal that to improve outcomes for our students, we must invest significantly in developing
our teaching force with nearly $600 million in program investments. We support these important
strategies and see opportunities to refine the proposals.

We support continuing to invest in the previously funded programs to address teacher shortages,
particularly the Teacher Residency Grant Program, the Classified School Employees Teacher Credentialing
Program, and the Golden State Teacher Grant program, but also hope we can adapt based on some of
the lessons that have already been learned. These programs are intended to remove barriers into the
profession to address shortages in particular disciplines. We believe that they should also be targeted to
address communities with the largest shortages and the biggest gaps between the demographic makeup
of their teachers and students. In particular, with regard to the Classified program, we recommend that
the program prioritize those communities with the most significant teacher shortages.

As cited in our policy memo, Making Teacher Diversity a Priority, a growing body of research consistently
shows that teachers of color increase success for all students. Many of the strategies reflected in the
programs proposed to address teacher shortages have also been cited as promising practices for bringing
more teachers of color into the workforce. We recommend that future investments should make1

1 Carver-Thomas, D. (2018, April 19). Diversifying the Teaching Profession: How to Recruit and Retain Teachers of Color. Learning Policy Institute.
Retrieved from: https://learningpolicyinstitute.org/product/diversifyingteaching-profession-report
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increasing the number of teachers of color an explicit goal or a measure of success of the program. If
state leaders are serious about creating a more representative teaching force, it should be a goal of
these programs and an element in the assessment of their impact. They should also prioritize programs
that build the capacity of teachers to foster culturally affirming and responsive school climates, which
will further support teacher retention. Especially after such a challenging academic year, LEAs need
guidance and resources to ensure that the teacher shortage doesn’t worsen in the coming years.

We are also encouraged with the Governor’s focus on ongoing professional development and training for
our educators. The targeted programs, namely Ethnic Studies and Social Emotional Learning, focus on
issues where we see significant gaps in our colleagues’ training. With regard to the Educator
Effectiveness Block Grant, we appreciate the need for local flexibility to help address the most pressing
challenges our teachers face. We have seen far too many instances of wasted professional development
time. Our experience in this year of crisis has not only highlighted the need for training and skill
development but also the need to think differently about teachers’ time and roles. We urge the
Legislature to provide clear expectations for LEAs to conduct needs assessments with their educators
before developing their plan for how they will expend these flexible PD funds, where teachers can opt in
and training that will be necessary for all educators. And for all the professional development programs,
the Legislature should establish a clear set of deliverables and expectations for each proposal that is
approved to ensure funds are spent as intended and achieve the desired outcomes. We recommend that
this includes both short and long term accountability structures.

Fiscal Transparency & Accountability
As sponsors of previous legislation to ensure appropriate use of funding designated to support our most
vulnerable students, we are pleased that Governor Newsom continues to make a commitment to fiscal
accountability. When the governor vetoed AB 1835, he did so based on concerns that it would not be
“smooth or timely” enough. We believe that the Governor’s proposal takes us part of the way to meet
the promise we have made to our students with the greatest need when we passed the Local Control
Funding Formula. The proposal closes the critical loophole that has allowed LEAs to redirect
supplemental and concentration (S&C) funds that have gone unspent in the budget year. But it does not
address all the needs. Moreover, we are concerned that the proposed solution would create a more
cumbersome process and would not be implemented until the 2022-23 school year at the earliest. That
feels neither more timely or smooth than the AB 1835 proposal.

The Governor’s proposal would close the carryover loophole by requiring districts to identify when
planned spending did not happen. But it would still allow for “qualitative improvements” to substitute
for actually spending the S&C grant funds to benefit the targeted students. Instead of eliminating
qualitative improvements as required by AB 1835, the Trailer Bill language (TBL) would require that
districts identify the qualitative improvements that the district plans to make, and somehow identify the
fiscal equivalence of the qualitative improvement.

We question whether districts can determine a fiscal equivalence to a qualitative improvement. An
example the administration has used of a qualitative improvement is for schools to change to a block
schedule. The TBL would thus require the district to determine whether a change to a block schedule is
equivalent to a $1 million improvement, a $10 million improvement or a $100 million improvement
while spending no money on the reform. It is unclear how the district would make that determination in
a justifiable way, how stakeholders would provide collaborative feedback on it, and how a county office
of education would review it for plan approval.
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We continue to believe that all supplemental and concentration grant funds should be used to benefit
the targeted students. We think that qualitative improvements that do not require spending any money
are a great thing for schools and that district should do them, but then still spend the S&C grant funds on
other actions to benefit the targeted students. Until academic and other achievement gaps are closed,
all S&C grant funds should be used to benefit targeted students.

If the Legislature does decide to move forward with the qualitative approach, the Legislature should
require districts to identify specific outcome goals that will result from the proposed actions with a limit
on the timing of impact of up to three years. Because the action needs to result in a higher level of
service for the targeted students above and beyond what other students receive, the goals for the
targeted student groups need to exceed goals for other students in the district.

We do appreciate that the governor has recognized the need for clearer oversight of LEAs by county
offices on how they utilize supplemental and concentration grants to increase or improve services for
our most marginalized students. The budget can go further to outline clearer and stronger oversight and
accountability from the county offices of education. We hope to work with the Budget Committee to
identify the best ways to prioritize education funding for our most vulnerable students as the 21-22
budget items are finalized.

We appreciate Governor Newsom proposing to invest more in our students and schools than ever before
in his 2021-22 state budget, and focusing on prioritizing our students’ social and emotional well-being
and investing in building a diverse, well-supported teaching force. We urge you to incorporate these
recommendations into the state’s 2021-22 budget to lay the foundation for the transformation that our
students need. If you have any questions about our recommendations, please do not hesitate to contact
us. Our names and email addresses are below.

Sincerely,

Sarah Lillis
Executive Director
Teach Plus California
slillis@teachplus.org
916.761.1385

Anisa Amani
3rd Grade Teacher,  San Juan Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
anisa.amani@sanjuan.edu

Alyssa Avila
7th Grade Teacher, Los Angeles Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
alyssa.avila@lausd.net

Debi Bober
5th grade Teacher, Long Beach Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
paddlerdebi@yahoo.com

Jennifer Click
Chemistry Teacher, Fresno Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Senior Policy Fellow
mrs.jenniferclick@gmail.com

Thomas Courtney
5th Grade Teacher, San Diego Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Senior Policy Fellow
tcourtney@sandi.net
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Nicholas Dewald
World History/Spanish Language Teacher, San Juan Capistrano
2020-21 Teach Plus Senior Policy Fellow
nicholasdewald@aol.com

Gretchen Eisenhut
Literacy Teacher, Twin Ridges Elementary School District
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
gretcheneisenhut@gmail.com

Jesus Galindo
3rd Grade Teacher, West Contra Costa Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
jgalindo@wccusd.net

Carmen Garvis
Engineering Teacher, Sanger Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
carmen_garvis@sangerusd.net

Nikysha D. Gilliam
English Language Development Teacher, Los Angeles Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
ndg3552@lausd.net

Rina Gonzalez
English Teacher, Hamilton Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
rgonzalez@husdschools.org

Asha Hannah
9th Grade Ethnic Studies Teacher, Leadership Public Schools
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
ahannah@leadps.org

Alicia Jaime-Razo
High School Spanish Teacher, Sacramento City Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
aliciajaime@yahoo.com

Christina Johnson
Chemistry Teacher, Los Angeles Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
christina.johnson@lausd.net

Jenna Hewitt King
English Teacher, Pleasanton Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
jhewitt@pleasantonusd.net

Michele Lamons-Raiford
High School ASL teacher, West Contra Costa County Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
mlamons@wccusd.net

Salvador Limon
Special Education Teacher, Alliance College Ready Public Schools
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
limon.salvador@gmail.com

Jason Morgan
High school Mathematics Teacher, Compton Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
jmorgan@comptonusd.net

Sarah Novicoff
World History Teacher, Alliance College Ready Public Schools
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
sarah_novicoff@alumni.brown.edu

Joselyn Quintanilla
Environmental Science teacher, PUC Schools
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
j.quintanilla@pucschools.org

Nadia Razi
English/African American Literature Teacher, Pleasanton Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Senior Policy Fellow
nrazi@pleasantonusd.net

Amber Riehman
Social Science Teacher, Grossmont Union High School District
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
awriehman@gmail.com

Jose Rivas
Physics teacher, Lennox Academy
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
jrivas@lennoxacademy.org

Meghann Seril
3rd Grade Dual Language Teacher, Los Angeles Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Senior Policy Fellow
megpseril@gmail.com

Tina Starks
K-5 Instructional Coach, Fontana Unified
2020-21 Teach Plus Policy Fellow
startr@fusd.net
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